STUDY OF AIR TERMINALS SHIELDING DUE TO LIGHTNING LEADER SLANT
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This paper studies the effect of the lightning leader slant on the shielding angle of the air terminal. The lightning leader is modeled by using discrete line charges. The Rizk voltage condition is assumed as the upward lightning leader condition which is the lightning stroke condition to the lightning rod. The attractive radius and the shielding angle of the air terminal are calculated for different air terminal heights, different lightning currents and different lightning leader slopes. The calculated results show that the attractive radius of air terminal depends on the rod height, the lightning current and the lightning leader slope. A formula related between the lightning current, the lightning leader slope, the attractive radius and the air terminal height is proposed. The slant of lightning leader decreases the air terminal shielding angle, especially at low lightning current and long air terminal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lightning protection has been practiced for almost 250 years. The main component of the lightning protection system is the conventional air terminal (Franklin rod). The air terminal is still in use throughout the world and it has been scientifically validated. The air terminal serves as a sacrificial device when the lightning strikes it rather than the building. In a typical building, several of these lightning rods are installed at various locations on the roof that are likely to be struck by lightning. In this way, the lightning will have a high probability of striking the lightning rods instead of the roof. Therefore, the building is considered protected from direct lightning strikes. The other components of the lightning protection system are the down conductor and the ground terminal [1]. We still lack an exact expression of the protective effect produced by the air termination. Recent studies show that there are many cases where the lightning damage location (or stricken point) occurred very close to early streamer emission ESE or air terminal. They show that the presence of several ESE’s or air terminals either on the same building or on adjacent buildings, still resulted in lightning strikes on one or more of these building [2-3].

The slant lightning leader is an important reason for the shielding failure. Fig. 1.a shows the photo of the direct lightning stroke of slant leader to the lower phase conductor of the Minami–Iwaki main transmission line [4]. The slant lightning leader is the main reason for bypassing the shielding wires and the upper phase
conductors and strikes the lower phase conductor. Fig. 1 b shows the photo of the slant lightning leader[5].

Fig. 1: (a) Photos of direct lightning strokes (slant lightning leader) on the Minami Iwaki line between No. 267 and No. 268[4]. (b) Photos of slant lightning leader[5]

The electrogeometric model (EGM) is a technique used for estimating the protection zone of air terminal [6-12]. The EGM was first introduced by Whitehead in the late 1960s [6] and is based on field studies of natural lightning. It links two important parameters of the lightning stroke to an earthed structure, namely the prospective peak stroke current, \((I_p)\), and the striking distance, \((d_s)\). Based on the observations of the lightning strokes to different transmission lines at different conditions, Eriksson had proposed an attractive radius equation with a dependence on the air terminal height \((h)\) [12]:

\[
R_{a\text{Eriksson}} = 0.84I^{0.76}h^{0.6}.
\]  

(1)

Rizk had also studied the effect of air terminal height on the attractive radius [13], for different currents and air terminal heights. His regression analysis showed that for a current of 31 kA and height in the range 10-60 m, are approximated by

\[
R_{a\text{Rizk}}(31, h) = 24.6h^{0.4}.
\]  

(2)

In this paper, the studied problem is modeled based on Rizk condition to study the attractive radius formula of air terminal for vertical and horizontal conductor. The Shielding angle of air terminal is estimated for different lightning leader currents and slope with the ground.
II. STUDIED MODEL

The air terminal of height $h$ has been exposed to a downward lightning leader, as shown in Fig. 2.

The charge distribution inside the downward lightning leader is very complicated. The charge density is the highest at the level of the lightning leader tip and decreases with the lightning leader height. Different charge distribution inside the lightning leader, such as an exponential decay of the charge density, a combination between point charge at the leader tip and constant line charge, and a combination between point charge at the leader tip and linear charge decay, were assumed in previous works and a comparison between these different charge distributions has been studied before [14] and showed that the exponential decay is more accurate.

In this paper, the charge decaying distribution along the stepped leader is assumed to be exponential of negative charge and given by

$$\rho(h_l) = -\rho_s e^{-\alpha h_l}, \quad \alpha = \frac{\ln(\rho_c/\rho_s)}{(h_s)},$$

(3)

where $\rho_s$ is the line charge density in C/m at the downward leader tip ($z=h_s$), $\rho_c$ is the line charge density in C/m at the cloud base ($z=h_c=h_s+h_l$), and $h_l$ is the downward lightning leader length in m.

For the most studied cases, the downward lightning leader length $h_l$ is assumed to be constant and equal to 3 km and $\rho_c/\rho_s=0.05$. This value results in $\alpha=10^{-3}$ m$^{-1}$. The return stroke current speed is assumed to be 0.3 times the light speed [15]. The downward lightning leader is simulated by $N_\ell$ discrete line charges along the positive X, Y, Z directions. The charge density for the $n_\ell$ segment will be as follows:
The potential of the downward lightning leader at any point in space is expressed as:

$$\rho_{n}\ell = \frac{\rho_{s} e^{\alpha h_{s}}}{-\alpha h_{1}/N_{\ell}} \left( e^{-\alpha(h_{1}h_{1}n_{\ell}^{-1})} - e^{-\alpha(h_{1}+h_{1}n_{\ell}^{-1})} \right).$$

(4)

The formula proposed by Rizk [13] to estimate the voltage \(V_{r}\) at the tip of air terminal at height \((d)\) due to the presence of lightning leader is chosen to be the base of investigating the lightning stroke to the lightning rod.

$$V_{r} = \frac{1556}{1 + \frac{3.89}{d}}.$$  

(6)

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

#### III. 1 Attractive Radius

By using the model described above, the attractive radius is obtained by calculating the voltage at air terminal tip at different lateral distance out from the lightning rod, tell this voltage reach Rizk voltage condition.

Figure 3 shows the effect of the vertical lightning leader current and the air terminal height on the attractive radius of the lightning rod. It shows that the attractive radius of the air terminal increases with the increase of the vertical lightning leader current and the air terminal height.

![Fig. 3: Attractive radius of different vertical lightning current to the air terminal of different heights](image)

For the current range of 10-200 kA and air terminal height range of 10 – 100 m, multiple regressions yielded the approximate expression [16]:

$$V_{r} = \frac{1556}{1 + \frac{3.89}{d}}.$$
\[ R_a = 0.52 I^{0.86} h^{0.65} \]  

Figure 4 shows the effect of lightning leader current and lightning leader slope on the attractive radius of the air terminal. It shows that, the attractive radius increases as the horizontal lightning leader current increases and as the lightning leader becomes vertical. The attractive radius of the air terminal due to the horizontal lightning leader is smaller than that due to the vertical lightning leader. This is due to the increase of the ground image effect of the lightning leader charge.

For the current range of 10-200 kA, air terminal height range of 10 – 100 m and lightning leader current of slopes (0°, 22.5°, 45° and 90°), multiple regressions yielded the approximate expression[16]:

\[ R_a = 0.52 I^{0.7} h^{0.86} e^{-0.75\theta} \]  

Fig. 4: Attractive radius of different lightning currents and slopes to the air terminal of height 10m.

For the current range of 10-200 kA, air terminal height range of 10 – 100 m and lightning leader current of slopes (0°, 22.5°, 45° and 90°), multiple regressions yielded the approximate expression[16]:

Fig. 5: Striking radius of, Rizk eq. (2), Eriksson eq. (1), observed results and the proposed eq. (8) for 0°, 23° -23°

Figure 5 shows the attractive radius of the proposed equation (8) for lightning slopes (0°, 23°, -23°). Rizk (2) and Eriksson (1) equation compared to the observed results. It shows a good agreement of the proposed equation with Eriksson equation and observed results. The attractive radiuses for proposed equation (8) at slopes 23°
and -23° are more close to the observed results, which means that the lightning leader for the observed results are often slant with ±23°, if we consider the same conditions.

III. 2 Shielding Angle

Radius of the protection zone $R_{ro}$ at the ground level for the air terminal of height $h$ [1];

$$R_{ro} = \sqrt{h(2R_a - h)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Fig. 6: Schematic arrangement of air terminal shielding angle

As shown in Fig. 6, the shielding angle ($\theta_{sh}$) of the air terminal will be obtained from the following equation:

$$\theta_{sh} = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{R_{ro}}{h}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Figure 7 shows the effect of the vertical lightning leader current and the air terminal height on the shielding angle of the lightning rod. It shows that, the shielding angle increases as the vertical lightning leader current increases and as the air terminal height decreases.

Fig. 7: Shielding angle for different vertical lightning leader currents and air terminal heights (10, 30, 50, 100 m).

Figure 8 shows the effect of the lightning leader slope and the current on the shielding angle of the lightning rod. It shows that, the shielding angle increases as the lightning leader current increases and as the lightning leader becomes vertical.
Figure 8 shows the shielding angle for different lightning leader slopes (0°, 45° and 90°) and currents of air terminal of height 30 m. The shielding angle for the horizontal lightning leader is about 0.67 times that for the vertical lightning leader. There are many previous suggested values of the air terminal shielding angle such as 45° or 60° [10]. As shown in Fig. 8, the 60° is suitable for the air terminal heights up to 100 m and the vertical lightning leader but is completely not suitable for the horizontal lightning leader. The 45° shielding angle is suitable for all studied air terminal height and vertical lightning leader and the air terminal heights up to 35 m and the horizontal lightning leader. Also from Figs. 6, 7 and 9 the shielding angle of low lightning current is below 45° and 60°. For all studied values the 30° shielding angle is recommended for vertical and horizontal lightning leaders and different air terminal heights.

Figure 9 shows the shielding angle of median lightning current 31 kA for different air terminal height for vertical and horizontal lightning leader as stream case. The shielding angle for the horizontal lightning leader is about 0.67 times that for the vertical lightning leader. There are many previous suggested values of the air terminal shielding angle such as 45° or 60° [10]. As shown in Fig. 8, the 60° is suitable for the air terminal heights up to 100 m and the vertical lightning leader but is completely not suitable for the horizontal lightning leader. The 45° shielding angle is suitable for all studied air terminal height and vertical lightning leader and the air terminal heights up to 35 m and the horizontal lightning leader. Also from Figs. 6, 7 and 9 the shielding angle of low lightning current is below 45° and 60°. For all studied values the 30° shielding angle is recommended for vertical and horizontal lightning leaders and different air terminal heights.

Figure 10 shows the effect of lightning leader slope on the lightning current where the shielding failure occurs for the previous recommended shielded angles 45° and 60°. They are calculated for different air terminal heights (10, 30, 50 m). The
lightning current where the shielding failure occurs for 45° shielding design is no more than 20 kA and less than that of 60° shielding design 80 kA.

![Diagram showing shielding angle for vertical and horizontal different air terminal heights for median lightning current 31 kA](image)

**Fig. 10:** Shielding angle for vertical and horizontal different air terminal heights for median lightning current 31 kA

**IV. CONCLUSION**

One can obtain from the calculated results the following conclusions:

The attractive radius of the air terminal is dependent on air terminal height, lightning current for vertical and horizontal lightning leaders. The attractive radius of the air terminal is reduced seriously due to the horizontal lightning leader. The shielding angle of the air terminal shows a dependence on air terminal height, lightning leader current and slope. The shielding angle of the air terminal is reduced seriously due to the horizontal lightning leader. The lightning protection design by using lightning rods must consider the reduction of the shielding angle due to the lightning leader slope.
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APPENDIXES

I- Potential Coefficients for Simulation Downward Lightning Leader

The potential coefficient \( P_{n\ell} \) of simulation slant finite line charge of downward lightning leader calculated at a given any point of coordinates \((x_p, y_p, z_p)\) is [17]

\[
P_{n\ell} = \frac{1}{4\pi\varepsilon_0 E} \ln \left[ \frac{F + 2E + \sqrt{E(E + F + G)}}{F + 2\sqrt{EG}} \right], (I-1)
\]

where

\[
E = \sqrt{(x_{n/2} - x_{n/1})^2 + (y_{n/2} - y_{n/1})^2 + (z_{n/2} - z_{n/1})^2}
\]

\[
F = \sqrt{x_p - x_{n/1}} \sqrt{x_{n/2} - x_{n/1}} + (y_p - y_{n/1}) (y_{n/2} - y_{n/1}) + (z_p - z_{n/1}) (z_{n/2} - z_{n/1})
\]

\[
G = \sqrt{(x_p - x_{n/1})^2 + (y_p - y_{n/1})^2 + (z_p - z_{n/1})^2}
\]
and where \( x_{n/1}, y_{n/1}, z_{n/1}, x_{n/2}, y_{n/2}, z_{n/2} \) are the coordinates of the beginning and end of the \( n^{th} \) finite simulation line charge which has a charge density \( \rho_n \).
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 эта статья занимается изучением влияния угла наклона линии разряда на угол отклонения на границе (контрольные параметры). были использованы уравнения конечных линий заряда. был наклонен начальный заряд, который считается условием удара, и выбран заряд на границе для разных высот и разных углов и токов. результаты показывают, что расстояние от воздействия зависит от высоты и тока, и угол наклона линии заряда. угол наклона влияет на угол отклонения особенно для токов низких и высоких зарядов и высоких регистрируемых измерениях.

هذه المقالة تقوم بدراسة تأثير ميل مسار الصاعقة على زاوية التحجيب للإشارات مانحة الصواعق (مونف الصواعق). لقد تم تمثيل الصاعقة باستخدام شحنات خطية منتهية. لقد تم فرض شرط الجهد لرذا كعلامة لبدء الصاعقة الصاعد الذي يعتبر شرط لضرب الصاعقة للطرف الهوائي. لقد تم حساب الجهد الجاذب وزاوية التحبيب من الصاعقة للصاعقة المائلة لارتفاعات الارتفاعات الهوائية ومختلف الميول والتشارات للصاعقة. لقد اظهرت النتائج أن المسافة الجاذبة للطرف الهوائي تعتمد على ارتفاع الطرف الهوائي وتيار الصاعقة وميل الصاعقة. لقد تم استنباط معادلة ترتبط بين تيار الصاعقة وميل الصاعقة ومسافة الجاذبة للطرف الهوائي وارتفاع الطرف الهوائي. ميل الصاعقة يؤدي إلى تناقص زاوية التحجيب خاصة للصواعق ذات التيار المنخفضة وللاطراف الهوائية المرتفعة.